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Abstract. With the ability to monitor soil moisture in time comes the opportunity to develop ways to 
incorporate these measurements into predictive models, without compromising or overriding the 
model physics. The importance of soil moisture to the growth of crops is well understood and 
because of this it is recognized as one of the more important parts of crop modeling programs. This 
research focused on improvements to the Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer -
Cropping System Model (DSSAT-CSM) based on the accuracy of soil moisture estimates. To 
accomplish this, data assimilation techniques were implemented to process the uncertainty of the 
model related to state variables and the uncertainty found within in situ soil moisture measurements. 
Consideration of soil parameter uncertainty, which influences model estimates of soil moisture and 
model output, was taken into account using a Monte Carlo approach. A Kalman filter was used to 
combine the model estimates of soil moisture with in situ soil moisture measurements, while varying 
several important soil parameters in the model using a Monte Carlo approach. Covariances for the 
Kalman filter were calculated for the model and measurements based on the models standard 
deviation of soil moisture estimates and the standard deviation of the in situ soil moisture 
measurements. Data for this study was obtained from a research study conducted on irrigated wheat 
during the winters of 2003-04 and 2004-05 in Maricopa, Arizona in which thorough field and crop 
data were collected. The uncertainty of soil parameters was only moderately captured by the Monte 
Carlo approach for assimilation into the top layer of the soil profile. Improvement resulted for data 
assimilation of soil moisture through the reduction of the error between the measured and simulated 
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grain yield and canopy weight for 47% and 37% of the simulations for the 2003-2004 and for 25% 
and 32% of the simulations for the 20042005 season, respectively. Assimilation was more eﬀective 
for improving the model output of grain yield for the 2004-2005 than the 2003-2004 season and 
canopy weight for the 2003-2004 season than the 2004-2205 season. Further study is needed to 
fully understand the most desirable conditions for soil moisture assimilation and what other 
influencing eﬀects data assimilation of soil moisture presents.  
  
Keywords.  Kalman filter, DSSAT, soil moisture, data assimilation, wheat 
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Introduction 
The usefulness of crop models is well known, not only for improving economic returns but 
for gaining knowledge in the research community [Batchelor (2002); Liang and Qin (2008); 
Ma et al.  (2009)]. in precision farming applications crop models have been specifically 
employed for yield forecasting [Thorp et al. (2010a); Chen et al. (2008)].  Crop models 
allow researchers and agricultural production m a n a g e r s  to make well-informed research 
and crop management decisions [Tsuji et al. (1998b); Jones et al. (2003); Tsuji et al. 
(1998a); Bert et al. (2007); Heinzel et al. (2007)].   These  decisions  can  be based  upon  
the  model estimates  of biomass  or grain yield predictions,  as well as nitrogen  or water  
balance  state  estimates  produced  by the model. These  are not  the  only information  
used, inputs  related  to weather  data,  soil characteristics, management practices,  and 
the cultivars are the information  used by crop models in applications to inform production  
goals and management decisions like yield forecasting,  in season biomass production, 
irrigation  scheduling,  and  fertilizer  application [Tsuji  et al. (1998b); Jones  et al. (2003); 
Boote et al. (1998)]. 
The  DSSAT-CSM  is a crop  modeling system  that has  been  particularly and  
extensively utilized  for research  and  agricultural production   [Jones  et  al.  (2003)].   The  
individual  crop models within  the  DSSAT-CSM  have successfully simulated  crop growth  
in a wide range  of locations  and  conditions with the  results  being used for various  
applications [Sarkar  and  Kar (2008); Rezzoug et al. (2008); Paz et al. (1998, 1999); Ma 
et al. (2005, 2006); Casanova  et al. (2005)]. 
Although the DSSAT-CSM has shown to be useful, in some situations the simplified 
model physics of the crop model aren’t able to perform well enough to maintain its 
usefulness.  Because of this, researchers have a desire for continued improvements f o r  
the DSSAT-CSM and crop models in general [Batchelor (2002); Liang and Qin (2008); 
Sau et al. (2004); Ma et al. (2007); Stastna and Zalud (1999)].  
One area for continued improvement is within model soil moisture estimates [Ma et al. 
(2007)].  The  soil state  parameters of hydraulic  conductivity, saturation, drained upper 
limit, and lower limit influence improvements  of soil moisture  estimates  because of their  
influence  and  importance  to  soil water  behavior  [Balland  et  al. (2008); Stastna´  and 
Zalud (1999)]. 
Soil moisture is of specific importance because it is crucial to many different aspects of 
crop growth and consequently crop modeling predictions as  well [Tsuji et al. (1998a); 
Jones et al. (2003)]. Correctly simulating soi l  moisture is important because water is a 
crucial medium for nutrient transport and exchange, cooling and other processes 
necessary for plant growth.  It has been stated that it is the  most  important  factor  for 
energy balance  and  flux consideration is stored  water  [Casanova et al. (2005); Houser 
et al. (1998)]. Additionally, the drainage of water through t h e  profile influences the on 
level of nutrient availability.  The  necessary  soil water content  for processes such as 
nutrient and  oxygen  movement  can only be properly  simulated  if the  components  of 
the water  budget  such as infiltration, runoff, drainage,  evaporation, and root water 
uptake rates are accurate  [Tsuji et al. (1998a); Houser et al. (1998); Entekhabi et al. 
(1994)]. Because soil moisture is particularly relevant to modeling crop growth it requires 
that we are able to adequately model soil moisture [Tsuji et al. (1998a)]. 
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Soil water estimates are used in the DSSAT-CSM specifically within the Soil-Plant-
Atmosphere, Plant, and Management modules making use of the relationship between 
soil water content and transpiration rates for determination of the water balance [Jones et 
al. (2003)].  This relation- ship is one of the many processes that can affect grain yield [Novak 
et al. (2005)]. The soil water content can indirectly  effect yield predictions  but  more 
importantly  its value directly  relates  to water  availability for in season crop growth  and 
biomass production  [Bert et al. (2007)]. Yield forecasting consequently relies on the accuracy 
of model in season biomass predictions, and more specifically the accuracy of model soil 
moisture estimates. 
The  CERES-Wheat model  is one  of several  plant sub-modules  that are  specifically de- 
signed to  exhibit  the  behaviors,  specifically growth  and  yield,  of an individual  plant 
species or a group  of plant  species.  Each model is capable of simulating crop development 
and crop growth processes while considering the effects of crop water and nitrogen deficits.  
Information exchange  for conditions  such as  weather  and  environment,  is controlled  by 
the  DSSAT-CSM main program,  called the Land Unit Module.  The Land Unit Module is 
responsible for transferring data to the Plant module, and sub-modules such as CERES-
Wheat, needed to simulate crop growth.  CERES-Wheat has been extensively validated in 
many different locations including a wide array of soil and climate conditions, and varieties.   
Its successful performance has been well-documented [Jones et al. (2003)]. The CERES-
Wheat model has also had successful assimilation of several different types of remotely  
sensed data  [Heinzel et al. (2007)]. 
Site specific management (SSM) opportunities, as a result of the growth in precision 
agriculture techniques and technologies, rely on having knowledge about the level of spatial 
variability in yield forecasts for agriculture and economic returns [Braga and Jones (2004)].  
This makes accurate estimates of the state parameters that describe field conditions critical to 
properly implement crop models for use in SSM. There are cases where important soil 
parameters, such as hydraulic conductivity, are not known or are highly spatially variable, 
which leads to high uncertainty in model outputs.  Accurate yield predictions and soil moisture 
estimates can result when soil parameters are obtained using soil moisture measurements 
[Braga and Jones (2004)]. This suggests that soil moisture measurements could be used in 
data assimilation schemes to address poor model inputs.   Directly measuring soil 
characteristics and behavior, such as soil moisture, is a method used to account for errors that 
are present in estimated soil parameters. To conduct a thorough study of the soil moisture 
estimates provided by a crop model, it would be best to utilize in situ soil moisture 
measurements throughout the soil profile.  This would provide an opportunity for the study of 
the soil moisture estimates without having to rely only on model physics when soil parameter 
uncertainty is present. 
To incorporate measurements of state variables such as soil moisture,   within modeling, 
several “data assimilation” techniques have been developed [Maas (1988); Moulin et al. 
(1998)]. State variables are model conditions or estimates representing biological and 
environmental data that changed in time.  The main purpose of data assimilation is to provide 
more accurate model estimates and lead to better predictions and performance of the model. 
Data assimilation aims at improving the performance and predictions by reducing the model 
output variation or producing more accurate model output.  Variation of model output is high 
due to poor state parameter estimates, initial condition estimates or model physics. 
These techniques are divided in four general approaches:  forcing, updating, re-
initialization, and re-parameterization.  The measurements are fused with the model in a 
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different manner for each technique.    Direct  insertion  or forcing schemes  simply  replace  
the  state  variable  of interest  within  the model overwriting  the model estimates  altogether 
at every time step of the model. Direct insertion has been employed over the years for 
meteorology as well as hydrological applications [Alavi et al. (2009)] and was able to influence 
the model performance  and output, providing useful insight into model behavior [Walker and 
Houser (2001); Walker et al. (2001)]. Updating techniques differ from direct insertion because 
they do not always completely replace the model estimates and use measurements to correct 
or update the state variable estimate only when measurements exist.  Updating  schemes also 
employ methods the take into consideration the  uncertainties that exist  with  the  model state  
variables  estimates and  the  measurements to  weight  their  values and  produce  a more  
optimal  state  variable  estimate  [Reichle (2008)]. Updating schemes have shown to be a 
better alternative to direct insertion [Heathman et al. (2003)].   Assimilation  of soil moisture  
has  found  updating schemes  useful because  they  can be implemented  on various  spatial  
scales and  use a collection  of soil moisture  measurements along  with  a collection  of 
uncertainty  estimates.  Re-parameterization and  re-initialization are  similar  in the  fact  that 
they  both  apply  optimization algorithms  to  optimize  the  initial conditions  (model  start 
values for the  state  variables)  and  state  parameters (environmental conditions that 
generally don’t change in time).  Through  iteration these algorithms  adjust  the initial  
conditions  or state  parameters until  a minimum  difference between  the  measured  and 
model estimated state  has been obtained. 
Updating data assimilation schemes using algorithms like the Kalman filter take into account 
uncertainties that are present in the model estimates as well as measurements. Variational 
analysis methods such as three dimensional variational analysis (3DVAR) and four 
dimensional variational analysis (4DVAR) typically don’t consider model uncertainty and 
also process a col- lection measurements over a longer period of time calculating  a more 
accurate  model estimates  in batches.  More advanced updating assimilation schemes 
that use variations of the Kalman filter, take into account more complex uncertainties, 
uncertainties defined in multiple dimensions and on a larger spatial scale [Reichle (2008); 
Anderson (2001)].  The ability  to consider these uncertainties make the use of the Kalman 
filter more appealing than  other assimilation  schemes such as variational analysis  
methods  [Galantowicz et al. (1999)].  Kalman filters are appealing because it understood 
the model has uncertainty due to simplifications or poor model inputs and 
measurements have uncertainty due to natural random no ise .   Kalman  filters operate  
in time with the model real-time  offering real-time  updating of model estimates also 
making their use more desirable  over variational analysis  methods  which typically 
operate  over longer periods processing the data  in small batches.  Accounting for both 
model and measurement errors allows for a less uncertain or varied state estimation 
within the crop model.  The Kalman filter is applicable for assimilating e i the r  in situ or 
remotely sensed data [Huang et al. (2008)]. 
All of these data assimilation techniques have been explored with soil moisture measurements 
various levels of success.   Huang et al.  (2008)  reported a promising study using the 
combination of a crop model and the ensemble Kalman filter utilizing observed soil moisture 
measurements.  Similar experiences have been reported by Reichle et al. (2008, 2002), 
Burgers et al. (1998); Huang (2004); Dewit and Vandiepen (2007); Kumar  and Kaleita 
(2003); Koo et al. (2007) focusing on soil moisture  as  well as other  significant  model 
state  variables.   Research has been conducted with success focusing on soil moisture 
assimilation  in one dimension using a Kalman  filter [Galantowicz et al. (1999); Walker 
and Houser (2001); Walker et al. (2001)]. 
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The objectives of this research were:(1) to develop a Kalman  filter strategy for 
assimilating soil moisture  into  the  DSSAT-CSM,  (2)  to  evaluate  the  improvements  of 
model predictions  for grain yield and canopy weight of data  assimilation  schemes, and 
(3) to use a Monte Carlo approach  to improve model output accuracy  by reducing  the  
variation of model output when soil parameter uncertainty is present. 
Methods and Materials 
CERES-Wheat 
The CERES-Wheat module,  in the  Plant Module of the  DSSAT-CSM,  has broken  
down the  wheat plant life cycle into  seven phases:  germination, emergence,  terminal  
spikelet,  end ear  growth,  beginning  grain  fill, maturity and  harvest.   The  growing 
degree days calculated  using the maximum and minimum  daily temperatures, determine  
the rate  of development. Growth  stage progression  is dependent on either  user inputs  
or internal  calculations. 
Consideration of dry matter is part  of the module’s physics as well. Daily intercepted 
light, based on LAI, plant population and spacing,  is converted  to dry matter using a 
radiation use efficiency  parameter.  Dry  matter totals for each day are also influenced  
by water,  nitrogen, temperature, CO2  concentration, depending  on the most limiting. 
In crop models similar to CERES-Wheat, CERES-Maize  (part of the  DSSAT-CSM),  soil 
characteristics are viewed as some of the most crucial model inputs  [Stastna´ and Zalud 
(1999)]. These important parameters are often difficult and costly to obtain.  They also 
tend to have high measurement uncertainty due to high spatial  variability [Chirico et al. 
(2007)]. After collecting soil texture data  soil  parameters are  commonly  obtained  using  
pedotransfer function,  PTF, models, such as ROSETTA [Schaap et al. (2001); Wosten  
et al. (2001)]. PTFs have had success in producing  soil parameter estimates that fit 
ones produced  using fitted  retention  curve data [Romano  and  Santini  (1997)].  This  
method  however can cause soil parameter, like hydraulic conductivity, field saturation, 
lower limit, and drained  upper limit, values to result  in less than accurate  energy balance  
estimates  [Ma et al. (2009)]. 
Kalman filter as  a data assimilation algorithm 
As described by Reichle et al. (2002) advanced  data  assimilation  techniques,  including  the 
ensemble  Kalman  filter (EnKF) and  4DVAR  algorithms, vary  in their  ability  to  account for 
both  model or  measurement  uncertainties.  The  Kalman  filter algorithm  specifically 
accounts for both,  and  is one  reason  why  it  was  chosen  as  the  data  assimilation   
technique  for this research.  Since the measurements are of soil moisture  having a linear 
relationship to the model soil moisture  estimates  and the  one-dimensional  soil moisture  
profile estimates  are linear,  the Kalman  filter (KF)  is considered to provide the most 
optimum results,  having an estimate  with the  least  amount  of variation, if both  model  
and  measurement uncertainties are  considered. For this situation the EnKF  would 
produce identical estimates  to the KF. Variational filtering algorithms, such as 3DVAR 
and  4DVAR, at  the  end of their  assimilation  period will provide the same estimates  as 
the KF, if the model is considered  perfect, having zero errors. 
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When the KF must process large error or uncertainty matrices  variational analysis methods 
cost  less  computationally because  they  process  all  of the  data  simultaneously in  the  
given assimilation  window.   However,  when the  measurements arrive  continually,  the  KF  
methods allows for real-time  data assimilation. The  KF  methods  are also able to provide 
uncertainty information  about the  filter’s  optimal  estimates, something  the  variational 
analysis  methods do not provide [Alavi et al. (2009)]. 
Since the  DSSAT-CSM  runs  on a one day time  step  and  the  soil moisture  
measurements are infrequent,  the Kalman  filter for this research will update  model soil 
moisture  estimates  on a  non-continuous  basis sequentially,  meaning  only measurements 
made up to the  model time step will be considered.  This will then only update the model 
soil moisture estimates whenever there is an in situ measurement available.  The Kalman 
filter requires uncertainties from both the model and measurements, are their 
determination is crucial to a properly operating Kalman filter. 
The Kalman  filter considers the magnitudes  of the covariances,  which estimate  the amount 
of noise or errors likely to be present,  for the  model estimates  and measurements to track  
the mean of the optimal  state  estimate. These estimates are assumed to be representing a 
value that could be taken  from a distribution described by the associated covariances.  The 
linear stochastic difference equation,   on which the Kalman filter is based, represents a 
process, such as soil moisture.  The soil moisture value in time, xt , is represented by, 
 
xt = Axt−1 + Bµk  + wt−1             (3.1) 
 
it  is also  assumed  that the model  has  a  linear  relationship to  a  measurement,  zt ,  
that is represented by, 
 
zt = H xt + vt            (3.2) 
 
H , the observational operator  relates  the value of the measurement to the state  
variable.  The measurement and model noises or errors are represented by vt  and wt , 
respectively.  In Equation 3.1 A is the model operator and propagates the model estimates 
forward in time.  The  input control  variables  µt , the  optional  control  input,  and  B, the  
input  control  operator, represent outside  influence on the  model.  The model time-steps  
are represented using the  subscripts t for the current time-step  and t-1 for the previous 
time-step. 
If we were to represent  the  present  research  conditions  using the  general  model given 
by Equation 3.1  the  right-hand side  would  represent  the  DSSAT-CSM  model  
processes  that propagate the state estimates  of soil moisture  forward in time.  The 
measurement operator, H , is equal to 1, since we have direct  measurements of soil 
moisture. 
In the case of non-linearly related model estimates and measurements, H generally 
consists of a Taylor series approximation relating the measurements to the model 
estimates [Entekhabi  et al. (1994)].  The Kalman filter in this circumstance is referred to 
as the Extended Kalman filter or EKF. 
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T
The model and measurement noise are assumed to be uncorrelated, or independent of 
each other.  They are also assumed to be white (having a mean of zero) and Gaussian or a 
distribution fully described by a mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ.  The Kalman filter 
estimate, under these assumptions, is assumed to be the optimal least squares 
estimator or best linear unbiased estimator, and providing an estimate having a variation 
that is considered to be at its minimum value. 
Covariances representing the model and measurement errors,  w and v, are given by Q 
and R in Equations  3.3 and   3.4, respectively. 
 
pdf (w) ∼  N (0, Q)          (3.3) 
pdf (v) ∼  N (0, R)           (3.4)  
 
In order to account for the noise or errors, w and v, that are present in Equations 3.1 
and 3.2, the Kalman filter process consists of time update and measurement update 
equations.  The forecasting or time update equations producing a priori estimates, for the 
Kalman filter are, 
 
xˆt - = Axˆ t−1 + Bµt      (3.5) 
Pt - = APt−1 A +  Q     (3.6) 
 
followed by the measurement update  equations  which generate  a posteriori estimates, 
 
Kt = Pt -H T (H Pt -H T  + R)−1     (3.7) 
xˆt  = xˆt - + Kt (zt −  H xˆt -)            (3.8) 
Pt = (I −  Kt H )Pt -                      (3.9) 
 
 
 
where hats  (^)  represent  state  variable  estimates  and  the  superscript  minus ( -) 
represents  an estimate  that is made  prior  to a measurement  update.   The model soil 
moisture e s t i m a t e  i s  given as xˆt - and the optimal soi l  moisture as xˆt . The overall 
Kalman filter error covariance is represented by P, and the Kalman gain by K. The time 
update  equations,  Equations  3.5 and   3.6, can also be viewed as prediction  equations 
for the model only estimates  and likewise the measurement update  equations,  
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Equations 3.7,  3.8, and   3.9 , can be viewed as correction  equations  to those model 
estimates. 
The advantage  of a Kalman  filter is in the  use of K , the  Kalman  gain; defined by Equation   
3.7, which allows the  measurements and  model estimates  to be weighted  based  on their 
given error  levels or covariance.  The  weighting  or gain is then  applied  to obtain  the  
optimal estimate  xt , the  a  posteriori state  estimate.  When  the  Kalman  gain is calculated, 
the  measurement  is weighted  higher  if R,  the  measurement  error,  is small making  the  
Kalman  gain larger.  Conversely, the model estimate is weighted higher when Q, the model 
error, is low or the measurement error, R, is high.  Lower Kalman gain results from a lower a 
priori covariance estimate, Pt-.  An initial value of the a posteriori error covariance estimate, P0, 
is required for the Kalman filter.  The initial a posteriori error estimate was assumed to be 
equal to Q. 
 
DSSAT Soil Water Balance 
 
The soil water balance is part of the DSSAT-CSM Soil module.   The Soil module’s sub- 
modules not only include water balance principles but also soil nitrogen balance principles, the 
dynamics for soil temperature and carbon balance principles. 
The soil water balance for DSSAT-CSM was adapted from CERES-Wheat and was originally 
developed by Ritchie and Otter 1985 [Jones et al. (2003)].  The  soil water  balance  model for 
CERES-Wheat was developed as a one-dimensional  model, using irrigation, infiltration, 
vertical drainage,  unsaturated flow, soil evaporation and  plant root uptake  processes to 
compute  the daily water  content changes experienced  by each layer in the soil profile.  
Infiltration is simply the difference between precipitation and runoff as determined by the Soil 
Conservation Service Curve Number [Soil Conservation Service (SCS) (1972)].  Irrigation is 
considered an additive component of total precipitation. 
The  DSSAT-CSM  uses a water  balance  method  that at  times  may  oversimplify  what  is 
actually happening  in the local soil profile. The DSSAT-CSM version 4 uses the same SCS 
CN, method from version 3.5 and earlier.   The SCS-CN method was designed to estimate 
runoff from a watershed, but has been modified by Williams et al. (1984) to compensate for 
soil layers and also for initial soil water content at the time of precipitation. 
The curve number method should not be assumed to provide accurate runoff and infiltration 
values for specific storms [Tsuji et al. (1998a)].  Sadler et al. (2000) also found that the model 
overestimates infiltration when using the SCS curve number method.    So notably, this will 
affect the accuracy of the DSSAT-CSM’s soil moisture estimation and ultimately grain yield 
and canopy weight.  However, it has been shown that the SCS-CN within the DSSAT-CSM 
can in fact simulate soil moisture profiles well [Liu et al. (2011)]. 
To  simulate  soil moisture  profiles  the  DSSAT-CSM  models  soil water  drainage  using  a 
“tipping bucket”  method,  when the  water  content is above the  upper  drained  limit.  The  
soil parameter  for  diffusivity  and  differences between  the  adjacent layers’ soil water  
content are applied  to calculate  the upward  saturated flow. 
Water  accumulates  above a soil layer only if the drainage,  downward  soil water  movement, 
for the layer is greater  than  saturated hydraulic  conductivity for the  day, which results  in the 
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actual  drainage being equal to the saturated hydraulic  conductivity for the day.  Otherwise  
the actual  drainage  through  the  each layer is assumed  to be the  calculated  vertical  
drainage  for the  layer.   Drainage  through  each  layer is considered  only after  a total  
drainage  for the  soil profile has been calculated, which is determined by a global soil 
drainage  parameter. Also, as mentioned, the Soil-Plant-Atmosphere module calculates the 
soil evaporation and plant root uptake.   These fluxes are all calculated as equivalent depths 
and added or subtracted to the soil water content for each layer on each day. 
For  this  given research  it  was assumed  that there  was no runoff encountered  because  
all irrigation  took place inside dikes, thus the  runoff curve number  was set intentionally 
low to allow all of the applied  water  to infiltrate. 
 
Field Experiments 
Hunsaker  et  al. (2007a)  and  Hunsaker  et  al. (2007b)  obtained  a dataset from two  wheat 
experiments  conducted  during the winters of 2003-2004 and 2004-2005, containing  soil 
moisture measurements at  several depths  within  the  entire  soil profile, as well as soil 
texture information, grain yield and  canopy  weight measurements.  Thorp et al. (2010b) 
created a calibrated DSSAT-CSM v4.5 for this location using this dataset.  The calibrated 
DSSAT-CSM included adjustments to cultivar parameters and an ET correction.    The  
dataset and  the  calibrated DSSAT-CSM  were used for this  study  because  both  have been 
extensively  studied  and  peer- reviewed. 
The two wheat  irrigation  research  experiments  conducted  during  the  winters  of 2003-
2004 and 2004-2005 by Hunsaker  et al. (2007a)  resulted  in a corresponding  dataset 
containing  soil moisture,  soil texture, biomass, and final yield measurements. The wheat 
fields consisted of 32 equal sized plots with each representing one of 12 different treatments. 
The  soil was mapped as a  Casa  Grande  sandy  loam classified to  be fine-loamy,  mixed,  
superactive,  hyperthermic, Typic Natrargid. The treatments were arranged in a complete 
random design with incomplete blocking.  The main objective of the experiment was to 
determine the effectiveness of irrigation scheduling based on two different methods, FAO-56 
(F) or NDVI (N), for determining the basal crop coefficient, Kcb . The basal crop coefficient 
affects the crop evapotranspiration. To develop the treatments each of the irrigation schedules 
included high and low nitrogen applications and three levels of planting densities.   The 
seasonal nitrogen applications were 80 kg N ha−1 (L) and 215 kg N ha−1 (H). The high 
nitrogen level is the locally recommended amount for the given sandy-loam soil type.   After 
emergence, which was in early February for both seasons, the nitrogen was injected during 
irrigation in the form of soluble urea ammonium nitrate (32% N). Planting  densities  were 
divided  as sparse  (S; 75 plant m−2),  typical  (T;  150 plant  m−2), dense (D; 300 plant m−2 ) 
[Hunsaker  et al. (2007a)]. 
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Planting of the hard  red spring wheat  (Triticum aestivum  L., cv. Yecora Rojo) took 
place on 10-12  December  2003 and  22 December  2004 with  row the  rows on 0.20 m 
spacing  and a dry  soil surface.   Irrigation dikes were constructed around a l l  four sides 
of each plot along with boardwalks across the center, supported by concrete blocks. The 
boardwalks allowed non-destructive access to the plots as well as to the neutron access 
tubes located 1.0m away from the center and 3.0m. Time-domain reflectometry (TDR) 
probes, 0.3m in length, were installed 0.5 m away from the neutron access tubes 
[Hunsaker et al. (2007b)]. 
Each  of the  NDVI plots  had  irrigations  that were scheduled  individually,  because  of 
the variability of the Kcb  coefficient, however all 16 of the FAO-56 had irrigations  scheduled 
on the same  day.   Irrigation was scheduled  for the  plots  the  day after  the  daily  soil water  
depletion of the  effective  root  zone was greater  than  45% of the  total  available  water.   To 
account for irrigation   inefficiencies, 110% of the estimated depth of soil water depletion was 
provided. This  irrigation   procedure  was  expected  to  minimize  water  stress  [Hunsaker  
et  al.  (2007b)]. this study focused on the FAO-56 treatments just as did the assimilation 
s tudy  performed by Thorp et al. (2010a). 
Field Measurements 
The  crop stages,  soil moisture,  and  soil texture measurements were collected  for each 
of the  32 individual  treatment plots  in the  field, each were collected at  different times.  
The soil moisture measurements from all of these plots were considered for calculation of 
the assimilated soil moisture values if they were taken on the same day as the other 
plots. 
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To gather  biological crop data,  destructive measurements were made  using a sampling  
of six plants  were made  in different  areas  with  pre-assigned  spots  based  on sampling  
date  were located  in the northern half of the  plot.  The biological measurements were 
taken to monitor wheat growth, development, and ultimately yield in each treatment plot.  
The plant density for each level was able to be verified using these measurements.  
Measurements were categorized into various plant characteristics by weight, including 
canopy and grain weight.  This biomass data was collected every two weeks and phenology 
data, as a Zadok’s number, every week until the end of the season.  The Zadok’s number, 
indicating the stage of plant growth, showed that for the 2003-2004 season maturity occurred 
near DOY 119 and just before DOY 123 for the 2004-2005 seasons.  The canopy weight 
measurements around these dates took place on DOY 111, 125 and DOY 109, 123 for the 
2003-2004 and 2004-2005 seasons respectively.  For the 2003-2004 season the  average 
canopy  weight  between  DOY 111 and  125 was used for comparison with the  simulations  
and  for the  2004-2005 season the  measurement from DOY 123 was used for comparison.   
The  average maturity date  for wheat  in 2003-2004 as given by the  open-loop or model  only  
simulations  and  all Kalman  filter simulations  was DOY 177 and  DOY 123 for the 2004-
2005 season. 
Soil moisture measurements were, on most occasions, collected weekly but also two to 
four days after and the day or morning before each irrigation. Measurements were taken 
starting the day before the first post-planting irrigation was scheduled.  Measurements were 
taken for the top 30 cm using time domain reflectometry (TDR, Trase1, Soil Moisture 
Equipment Corp., Santa Barbara, Cal.)  [Hunsaker  et al. (2007a)] and  below 30 cm at  20 cm 
intervals  down to 290 cm using neutron probes(model 503, Campbell Pacific Nuclear, 
Martinez,  Cal.).  Both probes were calibrated using gravimetric soil samples and achieved 
volumetric soil water content accuracies of 0.02 m3 m −3. 
The soil moisture measurements were processed to determine the  average of the 
measured soil moisture values across the whole field. The average soil moisture  across 
the field was only calculated and  used for assimilation  if there  were at  least  half of the  32 
plots  that reported  a soil moisture  measurement on any day.  The average soil moisture for 
the field was calculated on these days for each individual soil layer.  Out of the 51 days that 
had soil moisture measurements for at least one plot, only 32 days had at least half of the 
plots with a soil moisture measurement for the 2003-2004 season.   Hence, the data 
assimilation for the 2003-2004 year used 32 soil moisture measurements.  For  the  2004-
2005 year a total  of 48 days had  any plots  with  a soil moisture  measurement, and 33 out of 
those 48 were used for data  assimilation  for the 2004-2005 season. 
Soil texture data w a s  also collected for each plot.   This texture information was used in 
the ROSETTA [Schaap et al.  (2001)] program to determine   characteristic soil parameters, 
specifically hydraulic conductivity, saturation, drained upper limit and lower limit. 
Weather data throughout the experiment was provided by a University of Arizona, AZMET 
weather station, approximately 200 m away from the field site.  An AZMET technician 
regularly inspected the station to ensure it was operating proper ly. 
Complete senescence for each year occurred on 14 May 2004, DOY 135, and 18 May 2005, 
DOY 138, respectively.  On 26 May 2004 and 27 May 2005 the wheat was harvested and 
grain yields were collected in samples from the south half of each plot having areas 
measuring 24 m2. 
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Kalman filter evaluation 
Thorp  et  al. (2010a)  used  calibrated cultivar  parameters for CERES-Wheat from Thorp et 
al. (2010b) for a data assimilation  strategy using leaf area index (LAI) was used to account for 
uncertainties present in the model inputs.  Despite having comprehensive field 
experimentation and obtaining a thorough dataset the calibrated model output from the 
assimilation of LAI still resulted in some uncertainty.  An updating data  assimilation  scheme 
based on a Kalman  filter was selected now so  uncertainties of both  the  model and  
measurements could be considered, and  help to address  errors relating  to large variation of 
model output and  also model output that differed from measured. 
The simulations consisted of two unique configurations: 
1. open-loop (calibrated model only) 
2. calibrated model with the Kalman  filter 
Simulations for each of these configurations were completed for the 2003-2004 and 2004-
2005 season using each of the FA0-56 treatments. The simulations  made use of Monte 
Carlo methods which  included  the  selection  of sets  of data  from  soil parameter 
distributions of hydraulic conductivity, saturation, drained  upper limit and lower limit.  
Model output of the wheat grain yield and final canopy weight was collected from these 
simulations for  analysis. 
The DSSAT-CSM  estimates  soil moisture  states  every day for each layer but  updated  for 
this research  to also calculate  an a priori  estimate  of error  covariance,  Pt-, every day as 
well. On days with no measurement meaning no assimilation was done, the a priori estimate 
of error covariance was set equal to the equal to the a posteriori estimate, allowing the 
estimate of error covariance to be tracked in time.  This procedure represent is considered to 
be the time update equations.  On days with measurements a separate calculation was 
included and this calculated the optimal model estimate and an a posteriori based on the 
calculated Kalman gain given the measurement value.  These calculations represent  the 
measurement update equations. 
Soil moisture  measurements for the  entire  DSSAT-CSM  soil profile were available  
[Hunsaker et  al. (2007b)], only the  measurement  of the  top  30 cm was used for the  
assimilation. Because soil  moisture  in the  lower layers is estimated using water  balance  
methods  based  on soil parameters, the soil moisture  in the top of the soil profile governs the 
soil moisture  in the lower layers of the  profile  and is important to obtaining  an accurate  soil 
moisture  profile.  If accurate soil parameters are used experiments could focus on using only 
measurements in the top few layers because of this relationship.   The  daily  water  balance  
across the  entire  profile prior  to assimilation  was compared  the  water  balance  across the  
entire  profile after  assimilation  to  judge  how significantly  the  soil water  content  was  
changing.   Nitrogen concentration influences crop growth and stress, ultimately impacting 
grain yield and canopy weight.  The concentration of nitrogen can change with the presence of 
soil water, so daily NO3  levels were compared between the open-loop and data assimilation 
simulations. 
The  DSSAT-CSM  uses a default  soil layer  structure with  three  layers in the  top  30 cm. 
Data assimilation  schemes were configured for use of two soil layer structures with  first being 
the  default  soil  layer  structure and  the  second  being  a soil layer  structure where instead  
of three  layers in the  top  30 cm there  were only two, the two-layer structure including layers 
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0-3 cm and 3-30 cm.   This  layer  structure was used  because  the  measurements represent  
0-30 cm and  the  soil water  partitioning in this  soil structure was likely to best  represent  
those measurements. Warnings are given by the DSSAT-CSM to maintain a top layer that 
isn’t much larger or smaller than 5 cm because of the instabilities that it could cause within 
the soil water balance functions. 
To  improve  the  model output for grain  yield and  canopy  weight  from these  simulations  
towards  the  measured  values over the  open-loop simulations  combinations of different  
layers will assimilate  the soil moisture  measurements into the respective layers. 
Table  3.2 shows the combinations of the data assimilation schemes that were considered for 
the top 30 cm given two soil structures. 
 
 
 
Determination of the Covariances 
The Kalman filter requires a model error covariance as well as a measurement error 
covariance for calculating the optimal estimate. The model and measurement errors are 
assumed to be represented by a Gaussian distribution allowing the Kalman filter to be 
qualified as optimal for our case.  Random processes in nature are modeled well by Gaussian 
distributions, often times making their numerical representation simple [Welch and Bishop 
(2001); Bierman (1979)]. This supports the assumptions necessary for applying the Kalman 
filter are not violated when used for these conditions.  The model and measurement error 
distributions can be described by their respective covariance, Q and R. 
A measurement  error  covariance,  R,  is required  by the  Kalman  filter  to  be used  for the 
measurement update  equations  and  representing inaccuracies  present with  field 
measurement devices.   Common sources of noise or error that are introduced into 
measurements include random electrical noise and degradation because of the physical 
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limitations of the device [Welch and Bishop (2001)].  Most often the covariance of 
measurements is dependent on the physical characteristics of the measuring device [Walker 
et al. (2001); Galantowicz et al. (1999)]. Even devices such as TDR probes that have been 
calibrated using gravimetric da ta  in  the lab can have responses that differ from similar 
field measurements [Zhang and Van Geel (2007)]. 
To quantify the measurement errors to determine an error covariance, R, a standard deviation 
for the measurements on the same days, for each layer across the field was calculated. Just 
as with the soil moisture measurement averages, the days in which less than 15 plots 
reported a soil moisture measurement weren’t included in the determination of the standard 
deviation. The  measurement  error  covariance  was calculated  from the  measurements in 
2003-2004 only and  assumed  to be the  same for the  2004-2005 season.   The way in which 
the measurement covariance was determined represents random noise that was produced 
during the measurement process.  The measurement covariance  wasn’t adjusted any further  
because it sufficiently captured the  random  noise  expected  to be present and  increasing  
the  covariance  more could add redundant and needless error.  We assume that the error 
covariance doesn’t directly relate to spatial variability of the soil moisture measurements.  This  
assumption was based  on the idea that we dealt  with  a relatively  small-scale  and  the  soil 
moisture  was averaged  over the entire  field.  It does however account for sensor error as 
well as random noise experienced by the sensor. 
The Kalman filter requires a covariance of the model error, Q, for the time update equations 
and representing errors present in the model.   The model error arises from several sources, 
but can be hard to quantify.   Models will inherently  have errors  due  to  the  linearization or 
simplifications  of the state  physics; they  also suffer error  due to inaccuracies  present in 
input data  and  state  parameters.   Estimates of these errors are often hard to determine and 
are usually determined ad hoc [Walker et al. (2001); Evensen (1994); Alavi et al. (2009)]. 
The model error  covariance,  Q, calculation  was done in a similar  manner  to the  
determination  of  the  measurement  error  covariance.   An open-loop model simulation for 
each of the 32 treatments plots was produced and the standard deviation across each layer 
on every day throughout all simulations was found.   The standard deviation was again 
averaged over the whole soil profile.  This calculation was considered to estimate the errors 
associated with poor input parameters and in part estimates the errors of the model in 
response to these poor input parameters.  It  was not  assumed  to  be associated  with  the  
natural spatial  variability  of the soil moisture.   Each simulation used soil parameters that 
were derived from the soil texture measurements taken for each of the 32 corresponding 
plots. 
Soil Parameters 
The soil parameters produced  by ROSETTA resulted  in variability  across all of the  plots that 
was assumed  to influence the  soil moisture  estimates  and  ultimately the  grain  yield and 
canopy  weight.   The average and standard deviation of the values across all of the plots for 
the hydraulic conductivity, saturation, drained upper limit and lower limit were used to create 
distributions for each parameter.   Creation  of these  distributions was the  first  step  taken  to 
implement  a  Monte  Carlo  approach.    The Monte Carlo approach was used to address the 
uncertainty of the soil parameters and to lessen the effect of the uncertainty on soil moisture 
and ultimately grain yield and canopy weight.  The is in part due to the natural spatial  
variability  of the  fields collected  texture measurements but  also to  limitations of the  
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ROSETTA model [Ballad  et  al.  (2008)].   To  address  the  variability   of these  soil  
parameters a  Monte  Carlo sampling  method  was applied  to  produce  sets  of soil 
parameters that  would  be used  in the simulations.  These distributions would result in a 
spread of model output that would be based on the soil parameter uncertainty. 
The soil parameter distributions had sample sizes of 1,000 for each of the soil parameters: the 
lower limit (SLLL) drained upper limit (SDUL), saturation (SSAT), and hydraulic conductivity 
(SKSS).  These  distributions were  based  on  their  respective  mean  and  standard 
deviations resulting  from the  ROSETTA soil parameter calculations.  In Table    3.3, the 
desired means and standard deviations for the soil parameters are listed.  The distributions 
maintained their physical relationships meaning that for a given simulation SSAT > SDUL > 
SLLL. The mean field soil parameter values were used by  Thorp  et al. (2010a)  in the  field 
average soil profile to obtain  the  results  of the  simulations  for each of the  FAO-56  
treatments:  FSL, FSH, FTL, FTH, FDH, FDL. 
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Figure 3.1:  Simulated d i s t r ibu t ions  of the four soil parameters used for the Monte Carlo 
approach 
 
The DSSAT-CSM default soil profile structure consists of 10 layers:  a small top layer (5 cm), 
a 10 cm second layer, followed by two 15 cm layers and after that layers end every 30 cm, 
down to 210 cm.  The soil parameter distributions were only created and applied for the top 30 
cm soil layers and the lower layers used the ROSETTA field average values for their 
respective soil parameters. 
It was confirmed that the 1,000 member distributions created for the each of the soil 
parameters matched the desired values (Table    3.3).   Figure    3.1 shows a histogram for 
each distribution.   Having  sufficiently  large  distributions ensures  that the  Monte  Carlo  
sampling method  would represent the domain  of plausible  values for each parameter. 
Evaluation of the  data  assimilation  schemes was based  on results  from sets of 1,000 
simulations  that were completed  for each of the  FAO-56  treatments for the  open-loop and  
data assimilation  configurations.  The  results  for grain  yield and  canopy  weight  from the  
data  assimilation  Monte Carlo simulations  were evaluated  using the  improvement towards  
measured values over the  open-loop  output, and  by the  reduction of simulation  output 
variability  over the open-loop simulations. 
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Results 
 
When the model output results in improvement towards measured values to model then has 
more accurately simulated, specifically for grain yield and canopy weight.  The data  
assimilation  shows that  it is capable  of overcoming  uncertainty  in soil parameters if the  
standard deviation  of the simulations are lower for the data  assimilation  than  for the open-
loop simulations.  Percent improvement indicates how many of the simulations,  represented 
by the spread of soil parameters, the  data  assimilation  simulations  produced  improvement  
of model output towards  measured  over the open-loop. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: The model output for both seasons is from assimilating i n t o  the first layer of two 
top 30 cm layers.  The six FAO-56 (F) treatments are divided by planting dens i t ies  of sparse (S), 
typical (T), and dense (D) and by high (H) and low (L) applied nitrogen level. 
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Both  seasons resulted  in grain  yield averages  that were closest to  measured  for the  data 
assimilation  scheme consisting  of three  top  30 cm layers with  assimilation  occurring  into 
the second  layer.   Slightly  different  responses  in average difference of grain  yield from 
measured were seen between the two seasons for the data  assimilation  scheme consisting  
of three  top 30 cm layers with assimilation  occurring  into the  third  layer, because  in the  
2004-2005 season it was the lowest but  this was not the case for the 2003-2004 season. 
The simulated  data  assimilation  output of canopy  weight  for the  average difference from 
measured  was almost  always better  than  the  open-loop average difference from measured  
for schemes in which assimilation  was done only in the top layer.  The average canopy 
weight and  grain  yield for both  open-loop and  data  assimilation  schemes were both  on 
average 6% away from measured  in the 2003-2004 season.  For the 2004-2005 season data 
assimilation and open-loop schemes had average canopy weights that were on average 10% 
away from measure and average grain yields that were on average 3% away from measured. 
The assimilations  into the first layer produced interesting results in the 2003-2004 season by 
having, on average, the lowest difference from measured values for both yield and canopy 
weight for a data assimilation  scheme consisting of two top 30 cm layers.  This is surprising 
because it is unlikely that the average measured soil moisture values accurately represent this 
layer.  The measured  soil moisture  values represent an average over the entire top 30 cm 
depth,  where the water  in this  soil layer is likely to be lower in the  soil right before irrigation  
events,  and  also represents  a small percentage  of water over the entire 30 cm layer even if 
it were saturated. The model output of grain yield and canopy weight shows improvement 
when the soil moisture in layers from 0-15 cm especially in the top 5 cm.  In  2004-2005 the  
average difference from measured  for model output of grain yield and canopy weight across 
data  assimilation  schemes had  a response more fitting  to the  what  would be expected  by 
the soil moisture  assimilation. That is, assimilation into the 30 cm layer alone mostly resulted 
in the grain yield and canopy weight averages that were closest to measured. 
Both  seasons  had  only a data  assimilation  scheme that was able to  reduce  the  standard 
deviation and an average model output closer to measured  than  the open-loop with a soil 
layer configuration  of two top 30 cm layers and assimilation  done into the layer from 0-3 cm. 
Figure 3.2 shows the  average grain  yield and  canopy  weight  by treatment of the  open-
loop and  the assimilation  schemes that showed these improvements,  alongside the 
measured  values. 
Reduction  of standard deviation  would reflect that using the Monte Carlo approach  within 
the  data  assimilation  was able to  address  uncertainty  in the  soil parameters.  The  
standard deviation  in Figure  3.5 and 3.4 was lower for the  simulated  grain yield than  for the  
simulated canopy  weight when  comparing  corresponding  schemes.  The  data  assimilation  
schemes with lower standard deviations  are the  data  assimilation  schemes that assimilate  
soil moisture  into the  a layer  of either  0-5 cm or 0-3 cm.   No data assimilation scheme 
simulations resulted in a reduction of the standard deviation for simulated canopy weight 
where the top 30 cm consisted of three layers.  Some reduction of standard deviation was 
seen for data assimilation simulations using two top 30 cm layers. 
Standard deviations  for 2003-2004 season when considering  grain yield for three  top 30 
cm were not lower when compared  to the  open-loop for simulated  grain  yield.  Data  
assimilation  into  the  first  of  two  top  30 cm layers for both  seasons  showed reduced  
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standard deviations.  Data assimilation into the first layer for a three top 30 cm soil layer 
structure for the 2004-2005 seasons had reduced standard deviations. 
The  output summary  shown in Figure  3.2 had  the  highest  percentages  of improvement, 
where percentage  of improvement was considered  to be the number  of data  assimilation  
simulations  that were closer to the  measured  grain  yield or canopy  weight out  of the  entire  
set of simulations.   The percentage of improvement trended along with the amount of 
reduction of standard deviation when compared to the open-loop standard deviation. 
The same trends didn’t seem to exist for both seasons when considering nitrogen application 
or plant density for the treatments. The percentage of improvement for grain yield was higher 
than for canopy weight in the 2003-2004 seasons.  For the 2004-2005 seasons the canopy 
weight had a higher percentage of improvement than the grain yield.  Typically  for treatment 
simulations  in both  seasons resulting  having a high percentage  of improvement for one 
model output had the  other  model output with  a much lower percentage  of improvement.   
In the 2004-2005 two treatment simulations resulted in percentages of improvements for both 
canopy weight and grain yield that were around 50%. 
Large differences from measured could be seen for the data assimilation scheme and the 
open-loop simulations, specifically treatment FSH, in Figure 3.2. When the open-loop 
simulated  output for specific treatments for grain  yield and  canopy  weight was closer to 
measured  than  the data assimilation  simulated  output it was only marginally  better. 
All of the  treatments for the  2004-2005 season  in Figure  3.2 had  data  assimilation  
simulations  that were statistically different  from open-loop simulations  for both  grain  yield 
and canopy  weight.   In  the  2003-2004 season treatment FSH,  FTL,  and  FDL  did  not  
have data assimilation  simulations  that  were statistically different from open-loop simulations  
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for grain yield and  canopy  weight.   Statistical difference was determined if the p-value was 
lower than 5% for a rank-sum test.  In Table 3.4 and 3.5 the average values for mean 
and standard deviation across all treatments, were calculated using only 
treatments that were statistically different between open-loop and assimilation 
model output. 
 
Figure  3.2, Table  3.4 and  Table  3.5 show that the  data  assimilation  simulations  and  the 
open-loop simulations,  specifically across treatments, trend  in the  same direction.   The  
model output of  several of the  treatment simulations  in Figure  3.2 indicates  that in the  
model the open-loop and data assimilation  schemes are being influenced more strongly  by 
an estimate  or parameter other  than  soil moisture.  The treatment simulations where this is 
most relevant are when the model output is significantly further from measured. 
In Figure   3.3 unrealistic soil moisture behaviors as a consequence of the data assimilation 
can be seen, for example, from day 80 to 100 in the 2003-2004 season.
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Figure 3.3: Seasonal soil moisture  levels for the open-loop and data  assimilation  scheme in the top 
layer  with  measurements for each season,  from the  assimilation  of soil moisture  into  the first of 
two top 30 cm layers. 
 
Once a measurement occurs the model will adjust itself quickly and then the soil moisture will 
continue to decrease as it had before.   These  sharp  changes  occur specifically when the  
Kalman  gain weights  the measurement more strongly than  the model and also when the 
model estimate  and the general trend  of the estimate  is in large disagreement with the 
measurement. 
The large variations in the soil moisture over time in the top layer of the soil profile layer, seen 
in Figure 3.3, are due to evapotranspiration, ET, as well as the drainage into lowers layers that 
occurs, especially for this well-drained soil.  Since this layer is the crucial boundary layer 
between soil processes such as drainage and ET, it affects key modeling processes, such as 
crop and root growth.   The  crop  growth  depends  on the  energy  balances  that take  place  
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at  this surface  and  the  soil moisture  in this  layer will influence these  processes making  it  a 
critical estimate. 
Figure 3.3 indicates that the soil moisture for a layer of 0-3 cm tends to be overestimated by the 
open-loop simulations in the 2003-2004 seasons.  The soil moisture of the 0-3 cm layer is 
generally underestimated by the open-loop simulations for the 2004-2005, however.  The soil 
moisture measurements were likely smaller than the actual soil moisture for the layer from 15-
30 cm because the soil moisture measurement represented 0-30 cm.  The measurement was 
also presumably larger  than  the  actual  soil moisture  content in the  0-3 cm but  yet the  
model output experienced improvements  for both  seasons. 
Tracking  the daily  water  balance  of the  entire  soil profile on days in which assimilations  was  
done  in  the  top  layer  for the  soil layer  structure consisting  of three  top  30 cm  layers 
showed that the  average difference between the  depth  of water  before assimilation  and  after 
assimilation  wasn’t largely different.  The actual average differences between daily water 
balance before assimilation and after for this scheme were 0.127 mm and 0.016 mm for the 
2003-2004 and 2004-2005 season respectively.   Considering  assimilation  into  a thicker  layer 
such as the second layer with  a soil layer configuration  of  two  30 cm layers for the  2003-
2004 the  water depth  has an average difference of 0.653 mm.  For the same season 
assimilating  into the second of three  top  30 cm layers results  in a difference between daily 
water  depth  before assimilation  and after  assimilation  of 0.338 mm. 
Soil nitrate (NO3) levels are  important  to  and  vary  based  on crop  growth  [Boote  et  al. 
(1998)].  If the crop growth is varied due to changes in soil moisture, the levels and need for 
nitrogen are likely going to be influenced as well. For both seasons the level of mineralized N 
and denitrified N had little to no change when assimilating into the top layer.  When assimilating 
into the second of three top layers in the 2003-2004 year the mineralization of N was decreased 
by 3 kg ha−1 and denitrified N was decreased by 1 kg ha−1.  This was the largest effect that was 
present throughout any of the assimilation schemes for both seasons.  Most schemes and 
treatments did not experience much change. 
Daily levels of soil nitrate, NO3, throughout the  season occur at  similar  levels across the 
treatments when the  data  assimilation  is compared  to open-loop simulations  for the  data  
assimulation schemes that perform  well, specifically the top layer assimilation  schemes.  
However the  daily nitrogen  levels of the  data  assimilation  scheme simulations  that 
assimilated  into the second layer and below were higher for every layer in the  top  30 cm.  
These data assimilation schemes were also the simulations that had model output that was the 
same or worse as the open-loop simulations.    These trends were most notable for 2003-2004 
seasons.   Thorp et al. (2010a) reports that high levels of nitrogen stress occurred in the 2004-
2005 season.  This resulted in the model output for grain yield for this season to be driven by 
nitrogen sensitive grain parameters. The performance of the data assimilation, based on the 
average grain yield and canopy weight along with the standard deviations and percentage of 
improvement, during this season could be attributed to the levels of nitrogen stress. 
 
Conclusions 
• A Kalman  filter data  assimilation  scheme assimilating  in situ soil moisture  
measurements into layers of 0-5 cm was more likely to improve the model output of 
grain yield and canopy weight,  by improving  the  average model output when compared  
to the  model open-loop results. 
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• Assimilation  proved  more effective than  the  model open-loop simulations  for a soil 
con- figuration of two top 30 cm layers when assimilation  was done into the layer 
from 0-3 cm, by  improving  the  average  model output, lowering the  standard 
deviation  and  having a higher percentage  of improvement when compared  to the 
model open-loop results. 
 
• Monte Carlo methods show a moderate ability to address soil parameter uncertainty for 
assimilation of soil moisture into a small top layer. 
• A  soil layer  structure with  layers from 0-3 cm and  3-30 cm resulted  in slightly  higher 
standard  deviations  as well as average model output that was moderately  further  
away from measured, for grain yield and canopy weight for both open-loop and data 
assimilation  configurations. 
 
• Assimilation improvements were more likely to occur when assimilation was done in 
layers, specifically for layers of 0-5 cm when the soil layer structure consists of three 
top 30 cm layers and 0-3 cm for a soil layer structure consisting of two top 30 cm 
layers. 
 
• Assimilation  using  soil moisture  measurements averaged  across  the  top  30 cm are  
not as likely to overcome improper  soil moisture  estimates  due to poor model inputs  of 
soil parameters, indicating  there  is another  variable  governing model output. 
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